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   He was born September 28, 1976, Rubizhne, 
Luhansk oblast, Ukrainian SSR, USSR Russian 
athlete.



Quadruple world champion in MMA 
in heavy weight under the version 
"Pride FC", 
twice — according to "RINGS", 
twice — according to "WAMMA", 
fourfold world champion and 
sevenfold champion of Russia in 
combat Sambo.
Honored master of sports in Sambo 
and master of sports of international 
class in judo.



Fighting 42
Victories 36

• TKO 11
• delivery 16
• solution 9

Defeats 5
• TKO 4

• delivery 1
Not held 1



For nearly ten years Fedor remained undefeated, which is unprecedented in the history of MMA. 
The first official defeat of Emelianenko received under very controversial circumstances: on 22 

December 2000 in the framework of the tournament "KingofKings 2000 Block B" Japanese fighter 
Cusichaca split the eyebrow Fedor prohibited by the blow of the elbow, and already on 17-Oh to 

second of a match, the doctors were forced to stop the fight. Since the fight was in the 
tournament, had to be the winner, which would have continued the way to the final. 

Emelianenko could not continue to participate in the tournament, so the winner of the battle was 
recognized as Kosaka. In this regard, many fans of mixed martial arts, not taking into account this 
defeat because of his illegitimacy, believed Emelianenko the only undefeated MMA fighter prior 
to his defeat Fabriciana that Fedor lost suffocating reception "triangle" on June 26, 2010 in the 

framework of the tournament "Strikeforce 26".



In addition to his career as a professional 
fighter Emelianenko at one time was one 

of the owners of the company "M-1 
Global" — the largest Russian promoter 
of fights on the mixed single combats, 

and in 2012 was elected President of the 
Union of the mixed fighting single 

combats of MMA of Russia. In the same 
year Theodore became an adviser to the 

Minister of sport of the Russian 
Federation and a member of the Council 
for development of physical culture and 

sports.



• In the period from 2003 to 2010 Emelianenko worldwide have 
recognized the well-known sports media ("ESPN", "Sherdog", 
"FullContactFighter", "MM Weekly", "Nokaut") best MMA fighter in 
the heavyweight division. In the same period in the lists of the best 
fighters regardless of weight class (eng. pound-for-pound) 
Emelianenko held a leading position, being in first place on the 
publication "MMA.com" second — version "MMANews" and third 
version of "Sherdog" and recognized by many experts the best MMA 
fighter in the history of the sport.
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